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The three fonts included are the font samples as they are on the associated web sites. I added them to avoid compatibility problems; if you have the PDF fonts and want the complete fonts, you may need to create a replacement.otf file with OTF2OTF and possibly OpenTypeToUnicode. See Wikipedia on EOT for
a more detailed explanation of the EOT binary format. Only a few days ago I found out that B9Creative, the reseller of the fonts, was working on OpenType support for all their fonts. Some of the fonts, including the fonts included in this zip are now available from B9Creative. B9creative is a small company that
has been making fonts for a long time, including some of the fonts used in fantasy games, like GURPS, Chivalry, Heroes of Brittany and others. The FF Meta family, initially released as a commercial font in 1991, now comprises over sixty fonts. The FF Meta 2 family was released in 1992, the FF Meta Plus family
in 1993, and in 1998 a facelift of the complete font family reclassified the FF Meta series and combined them into family-sets named FF Meta Normal, FF Meta Book, FF Meta Medium, FF Meta Bold and FF Meta Black. These are all available in Roman, italic, small caps and italic small caps. the ff meta pro family,
initially released as a commercial font in 1991, now comprises over sixty fonts. the ff meta pro 2 family was released in 1992, the ff meta pro plus family in 1993, and in 1998 a facelift of the complete font family reclassified the ff meta series and combined them into family-sets named ff meta normal, ff meta

book, ff meta medium, ff meta bold and ff meta black. these are all available in roman, italic, small caps and italic small caps.
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the fontforge fontforge editor is a free, popular, and powerful font editor. it supports opentype features such as stylistic alternates, kerning, ligatures, and more. fontforge is not the most efficient way to create a font, but it is very flexible. sketch it! is a standalone tool for creating and editing fonts. it is based
on the fontforge editor. font forge can be used to create a font from scratch. but its also possible to edit font details and features. for example: adjust the kerning and add ligatures. you can even create new font formats. a font in a format such as sketch can be easily converted to the opentype format. the font
foundry fonts fontforge is a standalone font editor. it is based on the fontforge editor. the font forge editor can be used to create a font from scratch. but its also possible to edit font details and features. for example: adjust the kerning and add ligatures. you can even create new font formats. a font in a format

such as sketch can be easily converted to the opentype format. the font foundry sketch it! is a standalone tool for creating and editing fonts. it is based on the fontforge editor. the font forge editor can be used to create a font from scratch. but its also possible to edit font details and features. for example:
adjust the kerning and add ligatures. you can even create new font formats. a font in a format such as sketch can be easily converted to the opentype format. most of the css3 properties are designed to be used with a font at a particular size, and are only available to the font at that size. additional css

properties are only available when the font is at a specific size, making them of little use to the font developer. while the font developer may wish to define a font in one or more sizes, css3 provides very few ways to do this. ff meta has been working to address this problem. the first problem they have faced is
that the vast majority of css3 properties have additional properties that are a size attribute. for example, the font-size property is an attribute, but the font-size-adjust property is a property. so, if you define a font in a number of different sizes, you need to use a number of different properties. 5ec8ef588b
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